
 

EULOGY Presented by Younger Brother Murray at Stuart's Funeral  
28 June 2010 in Perth 

Stuart Alexander Hohnen 1944 - 2010 

I am not sure my brother Stuart would have wanted a eulogy. He would have seen it as 
unnecessary.  

Certainly, this was his attitude when I urged him to sit with an oral historian and devote a 
little of his time to a chronicle of his interesting life of public service and family intrigue. ‘Oh’ 
he said “Why would anyone be interested in that?” 

So instead let me share with you some feelings and memories of Stuart as much loved son, 
brother and uncle and great uncle. A thumbnail sketch of a younger Stu in shorts and thongs 
rather than more serious Stuart, the government mandarin and pipeline mogul.  I will try to 
highlight some of the forces and events that shaped his character and made him the 
memorable character we knew. 

Stu was born in war torn Sydney on 31 March 1944. He escaped a leap year birth by only a 
whisker. Dad was away at the war but had obviously made the best of a three-day furlough in 
mid-1943. Soon after Stu’s birth, Mum, Stu and older brother, Mick, were evacuated to the 
Hunter Valley to stay with relatives there. Photos at this time show Stu with a halo of blond 
curls. Probably the last time “Stu” and “halo” were used in the same sentence. He didn’t meet 
his father until after the war ended. 

The end of conflict saw the reunited family move to Armidale in New England where Dad 
became University Registrar. Another move followed in 1948 to Canberra, a modest town of 
15,000 people, where the Australian National University was on the drawing board. When I 
visited Perth in May this year Stu took me on the deluxe tour of his pipeline headquarters. As 
we peered into every nook and cranny I was reminded of Saturday morning tours of the 
building work at the ANU we kids had to go on with Dad. There were a lot of similarities 
between those two. 

In 1950, despite post war rationing, a red brick house was built at 71 Empire Circuit in 
Forrest. It was to be Stu’s home until he finished high school.  It has remained our parents’ 
and now Mum’s home for sixty years. When we were kids – sister Alys and I had arrived on 
the scene by then – No 71 was a cross-road for the legion of intelligent, interesting, creative 



and influential people who made up the university community and the many other 
organisations that Dad and Mum encouraged. It was a place of open fires, big ideas, bowls of 
soup, spilt red wine and washing up. It was a place that all of our children came to know.  

It was a place we learned important values.  To respect diversity, vision and creativity. To 
share and lend support when needed and to work hard. To be kind, particularly to children. 
To serve the public. Our Mum’s ability to stimulate and follow up our childish interests was 
legendary as was her willingness to stretch a meal and make even the most unexpected of 
our friends welcome. 

There were some interesting forces at work in suburban Canberra during those years. Almost 
every afternoon the neighbourhood kids would gather on our lawn to kick footballs and 
demolish Mum’s garden. If there was no one to kick to, it was tennis against the brick front 
wall and sometimes through the adjoining windows.  If it was hot it was down to the Manuka 
Pool to swim, sunbake get sunburnt and peel. These were the ‘50’s. 

As more Hohnen and Whitten cousins moved to Canberra, family picnics at the Cotter River 
and elsewhere were common. Holidays were varied, sometimes to Sydney to visit 
grandparents and endless aunts and uncles and cousins. Sometimes to the NSW coast and 
places like Dalmeny, Urunga, Ulladulla, Merimbula, Twofold Bay and Crescent head. 

  

In 1955, Mum and Dad travelled overseas for a year. During their absence, Stu was 
embarked upon his first great adventure. He travelled from Rose Bay to Port Moresby by 
flying boat to spend a year with John and Margaret Hohnen’s family in the unspoilt, pre-
independence, wilds of the New Guinea highlands. He went through an accelerated education 
at the hands of his cousins there. Perhaps there, John Hohnen started a mentorship that 
lasted until John’s death. Stu was insufferable on his return. Mum said he went to bed with 
malaria and hepatitis and woke up 10 inches taller. Nothing in Canberra was as good or as 
sweet as the ones he had had in New Guinea. 

He returned with an adventurer’s outlook and lost no time in starting the task of earning his 
fare back to PNG. He grew vegetables for sale to his mother. He saved his bus allowance by 
riding across Canberra to school with handlebars full of hot water in winter. I remember one 
occasion when he came a buster not far from home in Melbourne Avenue and skidded along 
the road on his elbows. The sight of his wounds was too much for Mum. She left Stu with a 
basin of Dettol and tweezers to pick the embedded gravel out on his own. 

Stu was able to manage his education, at Telopea Park Primary and then at Canberra High 
School, in a way that kept him in the ‘A’ stream but left plenty of time for sport, adventure 
and eventually girls! With a group of senior scouts, he headed off on pushbikes along the 
bridle tracks of the rugged snowy mountains. He and a friend-built fabric-covered kayaks 
which they paddled from below Burrunjuck Dam down the Murrumbidgee and towards the 
Murray until driven off by mosquitoes. On the way to the Bathurst races, he managed to 
survive rolling an old, donated Dodge motor car packed solid with his scouting mates off the 
highway and onto its roof. He rang Mum to say that they now had a convertible. For when 
they turned the car back on its wheels the roof and the wooden frame that held it on stayed 
behind. They drove on. 

With matriculation and a Commonwealth Scholarship under his belt, he enrolled in civil 
engineering at the University of Adelaide and became a resident of St Marks College. Four 
strongly formative years followed. He rode a 1958 BSA motorcycle, grew his hair longer and 
found time to maintain his academic trajectory while pursuing a lot of extra curricular 
activities such as sport, adventure, wealth creation, wine and women. He played rugby for 
South Australia. He joined a college trip to the Flinders Ranges marking the centenary of 
Bourke and Wills expedition.  



I gather it was a trip where everyone was solidly committed to not dying from thirst. In the 
Flinders his heart missed a beat when he saw the ancient college Buick hybrid with negligible 
brakes, because the differential had been reinstalled upside down, catapult itself into the 
Brachnya George with brother Mick on board. A later trip was to St George’s College in Perth. 
It was his introduction to Western Australia. 

He often said that his commitment to and love of W.A. developed out of the labouring jobs he 
took while on vacation from Adelaide university. He worked on a number of the major 
construction projects happening in the north west of the state.  He was amazed to find out 
quite recently that he and his brother-in –law, Jerry, both worked at construction camp 173 
on the Dampier to Tom Price railway.  

During these years he developed a love of classical music and managed to influence many of 
those around him (sometimes whether they liked it or not). He shared a first-year college 
room with Charles Douglas who came to the west recently to say goodbye and lend a hand 
with the Stu’s care. 

In his later university years Stu became mentor for younger engineering students. Many still 
remember him with affection. A recent message from one said “as you know I regarded him 
as one of the formative people of my transition from youth to man and wild country boy to 
something a little more sophisticated. I trust you’ll play some of his favourites at his funeral.”  

I remember helping him in the engineering lab, putting wire binding on a concrete pressure 
vessel he had to build for his honours project entitled “The Stress Concentrations around the 
Orifices of Pre-Stressed Concrete Pressure Vessels”. The wire was run onto a concrete 
cylinder under huge tension imparted by a Heath-Robertson system of pulleys, weights and 
winches. Not until I learned a little more about safety and wire under tension did I realize 
how close we came to ending two glittering careers before they had even started. 

Nothing was too much of a challenge. To reach Hobart to act as best man at brother Michael’s 
wedding to Janet, he rode a motorbike to Port Pirie from an engineering survey camp at Leigh 
Creek in the north of South Australia then caught the train to Adelaide to connect with the 
overnight train to Melbourne and a flight to Hobart. Aeroplanes were exotic and expensive in 
those days. 

Stu’s first real job was in the spectacular Brindabella ranges near Canberra, the scene of 
much of his adolescent adventuring. His project was building his first pipeline. It was a line to 
bring water to Canberra from the new Bendora Dam. 

When that project ended, Stu, after a bit of coaching from Jim Wolfenson on Sydney Harbour, 
was finally offered entry to an MBA course at Stanford. This was back when business schools 
were a bit of a novelty. Being Stu, instead of heading directly to San Francisco, he took the 
long way overland through South America. 

In California, he started to see life through a wider lense. He saw America’s political divisions 
and the wave of protests and campus unrest. I remember him writing about the Kent State 
massacre.  

For an engineer from a provincial Australian university with fairly inelastic thinking, I think he 
found this confronting and it helped him to look at problems and issues in three dimensions.  

Yet again, he managed to pass exams while exploring America, appreciating its wines and 
adding to his collection of lifelong friends. Here he met his first wife Paige. They were married 
at St Just in Perth. 

He travelled by Concord to his first white-collar holiday job with BA in London, before putting 
his qualifications to work building a huge shopping complex in California. While there his 
wicked Uncle John and saintly Aunt Margaret, offered Stu a start in Western Australia. For a 



time, he helped with the stewardship of the family enterprise and had an early baptism of fire 
when he and Paige were parachuted in as managers of the Whim Creek pub.  Together he 
and Paige made a life in the west and the icing on that cake came with the arrival of baby 
Isabel. 

His long stint as the light-handed coordinator of major projects in the State should guaranty 
him a place in the history books. He was an overwhelmingly honesty and honourable man 
and his advice to all of the governments he served would have been fearless and forthright. 

I will conclude by referring to Stu’s commitment to his family.  He made time, in a sometimes 
impossibly busy schedule, to make welcome the family waifs and strays that turned up at his 
door. He encouraged Mum and Dad to travel regularly to the West and enjoy Perth and 
Margaret River. He tried, when travelling, to make time to visit his friends and relations 
around the world. He helped our sister Alys to manage her affairs particularly after Dad died. 

  

He assembled an amazing clutch of five offspring. They came to him, as Poirot would say,  
“in ways most curious”, but I think, to a person, they valued his role as father, mentor and 
friend.  

In recent months illness and the chemicals in his body started to mask some of Stu’s capacity 
for subtlety and balance. They prompted him to tell his each of his children of the many ways 
in which they might improve themselves: particularly if they agreed unreservedly with his 
very-certain view of the world. It was interesting to be a fly on the wall. 

At the same time, he had quiet moments sitting with some of us on the sunlit veranda of the 
home that he loved, where he almost burst with pride as he recalled the progress of Angela 
and Chris; the two little grandchildren Edith and Edward, who he had recently dandled on his 
knee; Jeb, Isobel and Erin; Meiska and Jeremy; and Anna and Rian.  He would recount in 
great detail, what they were all doing and his fond hopes for all their futures and particularly 
their happiness. 

Let me make special mention of Jacoba, his partner and wife for more than 25 years. She 
brought much joy - and another four children - into his life. The first two Angela and Jeb were 
grafted with Isabel into the merged family. Meiska and Anna came along later: as babies do. 

How Jacoba has endured the recent month I cannot tell. Steering her sometimes 
cantankerous old coot through the depths of his illness and treatment; organising a trip to 
the east to give him time with his Mum and other friends and relations; supporting his wish to 
host this year’s Hohnen bash in May – I have an indelible memory of him brandishing a pair 
of tongs over a blazing hot BBQ- and finally, as was his wish, organising his care at home 
unto the end. 

And at the end, when he knew that his life was ebbing away, Stu continued to say that he 
had had a good life. That may be so, but for all of us here it wasn’t long enough, and our 
world is sadder for his passing. His epitaph is written large on the massive infrastructure 
project that provides the energy backbone of Western Australia. It is written large on the 
foundations of the great industries that have flourished in Western Australia. It is written 
large in the hearts of his family and friends who only hope that their hearts are as big and 
welcoming and supportive as his undoubtedly was. 

For those of you that don’t already know I am Murray Hohnen. I am Stuart’s younger brother. 
And I have been asked by his family to guide today’s celebration of his life and give you a few 
insights into the man we mourn today. 

  



I am assuming the role Stu’s elder brother, Mick, would like to have discharged. 
Unfortunately Mick has a throat infection, very little voice and grandchildren to mind. Like the 
seasons life does go on, yesterday a first birthday party- complete with honey snaps and 
hundred and thousands that Stu would have loved. And on Tuesday another Stuart Hohnen 
graduates from Cambridge Sensibly Mick has remained at home in Brisbane, though he was 
here when he could be of most help during the closing days of Stu’s life. Likewise, Stu’s sister 
Alys who is suffering a Hohnen “leg” and unable to fly despite her desperate wish to be here. 
And finally, Stu’s mother who is sadly too frail at the moment to travel. 

Rosemary is the herb of remembrance and I ask anyone here who would like to place a sprig 
on the coffin to come forward now. 

Stu, our gathering here today is a tribute and testament to your life. You led it to the full and 
you led it well. On behalf of your many friends, your work colleagues, your cousins, your 
nieces and nephews, your grandnephews, your brothers, your sister, your brothers and 
sisters in law, your mother, your five beautiful children and your two sparkling grandchildren, 
and of course Paige and Jacoba, we bid you farewell. You will live on in our memories. 
                                                          -ooooo- 

  



Stuart A Hohnen 1944-2010 
Champion of gas industry dies at 66 

Stuart Hohnen, the chairman of the company behind the Dampier-to-Bunbury natural gas 
pipeline, has lost his fight with cancer. 

Mr Hohnen died at home on Sunday, aged 66. A New South Welshman by birth, he took up 
the chairmanship of the DBP in 2005, heading the asset until surrendering his executive 
responsibilities in April as his health worsened. 

He was an energetic campaigner for the WA domestic gas industry, most notably through his 
role as chairman of the DomGas Alliance. 

A former chief executive of the Department of Resources Development, Mr Hohnen was 
deputy chairman of AlintaGas from 1995 to 1998 and served on the Chamber of Minerals and 
Energy's executive council. 

Last year, the chamber recognised his contribution to WA by honouring him with the State's 
most prestigious gas industry award, the WA Gas Industry Development Award. He joined 
previous winners, the late Sir Charles Court, Woodside Petroleum executives Eve Howell and 
Keith Spence, and former Alinta managing director Phil Harvey. 

Chamber president Kim Horne, who presented the award, said of Mr Hohnen yesterday: 
"What he believed in, he fought for passionately. 

"He, too, will be sadly missed," he said, referring to the loss of life in the Sundance Resources 
tragedy. 

Mr Hohnen leaves a wife, five children and two grandchildren. 

A service will be held at Karrakatta on Monday. 

By SEAN SMITH, The West Australian - June 23, 2010 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

In Memory of Stuart Hohnen - June 2010 

It is with sadness that we announce that DBP's Executive Chairman Stuart Hohnen passed 
away peacefully at home on Sunday 20th June after a long illness. 

Stuart has been a strong advocate and passionate supporter of the DBNGP since its start-up 
over 25 years ago and has been the Executive Chairman of DBP since 2005 providing 
Leadership throughout a period of expansion for the business. He proudly promoted and 
lobbied government and industry bodies on the importance of Australia's largest and most 
significant piece of infrastructure and the need to secure WA's domestic gas supply. Stuart 
was extremely proud of the pipeline and its people and has continued to play an active role in 
the business until very recently. His knowledge, tenacity and enthusiasm will be deeply 
missed [http://www.dbp.net.au/press.html] 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 


